In order to evaluate economics journals objectively and avoid the problem arising from artificial subjective factors, this paper put forward an evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of rough set and grey correlation. Firstly, it used reduction algorithm of rough set based on equivalence relation to determine the key indicators. Secondly, it determined the key indicators weights by using grey correlation degree method, then used dominance relation of rough set method to determine another group of weights of key indicators. Lastly, it combined TOPSIS with two groups of weights above to evaluate and rank economics journals and compared the results, proved the evaluation model of economics journals based on reduction algorithm of rough set and grey correlation could be applied in evaluation of economics journals with high practicality and reasonability.
Introduction
The journal industry has made great progress in our country. The quality of journals becomes more important as they are increasing in the number. Therefore, it is of great significance to establish reasonable and objective indicator evaluation systems to evaluate journals level objectively. Many scholars have used different evaluation indicators and methods to set up kinds of journal evaluation systems and improved these systems as well . Zhang Hong et al. (2008) use the principal component analysis method to evaluate scientific journals. Li et al. (2007) put forward a comprehensive evaluation method based on variance right to determine the indicators weights and drew a conclusion that key indicators can replace all indicators to evaluate journals. Liu et al. (2006) analyse the relationship between academic indicators using normalization and conventional evaluation results for sci-tech journals. Wang et al. (2012) use key ratio method to determine key indicators in the evaluation of journals and used TOPSIS method to evaluate and rank journals.
Rough set theory is a math tool for dealing with imprecise, inconsistent and incomplete information and knowledge in quantitative analysis (Pawlak, 1982) . Rough set theory is commonly used in data classification. Its basic idea is to utilize equivalence relation classes through attribution reduction and decision rule reduction, to achieve knowledge mining and reduction in the case of keeping the same ability for classification. Xiao et al. (2001) use rough set theory to analyse the evaluation result of research project supported by science foundation. Xiong Ping et al. (2003) put forward a new subjective weighting method based on rough sets. Rough set theory has been developed rapidly. It has a high application value in multiple attribute decision making and can be used in the academic evaluation system. probability distribution and its computation cost is small.
On the basis of the researches of others, this paper puts forward an evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of Rough Set and Grey Correlation. Firstly, using reduction algorithm of Rough Set to determine the key indicators, then determine the key indicators weights by using grey incidence degree analysis method, and then using dominance relation of rough set method to determine another group of weights of these key indicators (Lv et al., 2012) . Lastly, we combines TOPSIS with two groups of weights determined above to evaluate and rank economics journals and compare the results (Qian et al., 2008) , proves the evaluation model of economics journals based on reduction algorithm of rough set and grey correlation is more reasonable.
The Reduction Evaluation Model Based on Grey-Rough Set
This paper uses indicators reduction algorithm based on the equivalence relation of rough set theory to reduce seven common evaluation indicators of journals to get the key indicators. Then through studying the correlation of feature data of evaluation indicator and feature data of journals ranks to obtain the importance of each factor, and weight according to their importance. We combine the weight with TOPSIS method for comprehensive evaluation of journals. And compare results with another weighting method-dominance relation of rough set.
Rough Set Reduction
There are some definitions on rough set reduction as follows (Zhou, 2008) :
, we call N can be reduced in the equivalence relation family R, otherwise cannot. If any equivalence relation N of R cannot be reduced, we called R is independent, otherwise known as dependent.
, if M is independent, and
, then M is a reduction of equivalence relation family S.
Base on Rough set theory and reduction principles, we can obtain reduction algorithm of evaluation indicators, described as follows:
Step 1: for the evaluation indicators system
Step 2:
Step 3: if
n is miscellaneous indicators of indicator system R can be removed, if not, i n is necessary indicators cannot be removed.
Grey Correlation Weights
The evaluation weight determination of comprehensive evaluation system is an important factor to affect the results of the evaluation, thus determining the evaluation weight objectively and reasonably is particularly important. Common methods of endow with weight are subjective weighting method, objective weighting method and a combination of subjective and objective weighting method. In this paper, we do a gray correlation weights analysis, through studying the correlation of feature data of evaluation indicator and feature data of journals ranks to obtain the importance of each factor, and weight according to their importance.
Some definitions about grey correlation as follows:
A system for behavior sequence:
( (1), (2), , ( ))
The correlation coefficient between i X and 0 X is:
Get the correlation coefficient matrix: The calculation steps about determination of weight using grey correlation as follows:
Step 1: 0 X and i X do the initial treatment, / (1) ( (1), (2), , ( )), 0,1, 2, ,
Step 2: strives for the sequence of difference:
Step 3: strives for the correlation coefficient:
Therefore, correlation coefficient is:
Step 4: calculate correlation degree and weight, Base on reduction of rough to get core indicators, we use grey correlation weights methods to calculate the correlation degree of journals and calculate the weight of core indicators.
Instance Analysis
This paper selects a part of journals and the data of seven common evaluation indicators of these journals from CHINESE S&T JOURNAL REPORTS (Expanded Edition), as well as search the ranks of relevant journals in A Report on Chinese Academic Journals Evaluation. Then using indicators reduction algorithm based on the equivalence relation of rough set theory to reduce seven common evaluation indicators of journals to get the key indicators. And do a determination on the indicators weights by using grey incidence degree analysis method and dominance relation of rough set method. Lastly, it combines two groups of weights above with TOPSIS method for comprehensive evaluation of journals and compares the results.
Evaluation Indicators Reduction Based on Equivalence Relation of Rough Set
This paper selects 20 economics journals in four grades from A Report on Chinese Academic Journals Evaluation as research objects, as well as search the data of seven common evaluation indicators of these journals from Next, it adopts equalization method in dimensionless treatment to the data in Table 1 . The processing results (portion) shown in Table 2 . Then it discretizes the data of evaluation indicators in Table 2 by equidistance division method. As the journals selected have 4 grades, the range between the minimum and maximum is divided into 4 intervals. The integers from 1 to 4 are assigned to 4 intervals from small to large. The discrete results (portion) shown in Table 3 . Impact factor, cited rate, H index, ratio of funded papers is selected as key evaluation indicators through reduction algorithm of Rough Set. Li et al. (2007) calculated the weighted value of each evaluation indicators with the mathematical integration method and selected current-year index, impact factor and ratio of funded papers as key indicators. The key evaluation indicators selected above include impact factor and ratio of funded papers, and H index and cited rate are considered seriously in many journal evaluation systems. So the key indicators selected through reduction algorithm of Rough Set are reasonable.
CHINESE S&T JOURNAL REPORTS (Expanded Edition

Weights Determination of Key Evaluation Indicators
Weights Determination of Key Evaluation Indicators Based on Grey Correlation Method
The data (portion) of 4 key indicators selected through reduction algorithm of Rough Set shown in Table 4 . The weights of indicators are calculated by gray correlation advantage analysis. First, it calculates the initial images of each sequence. Let / (1) ( (1), (2), , (5)), 0,1, 2, , 20
And the initial images of each sequence shown in Table 5 . Secondly, calculate the sequence of differences. Using formula
 . The sequences of differences are shown in Table 6 . 
And the correlation coefficients showed in Table 7. www.ccsenet.org/jms
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The Comparative Results
This paper selects 40 economics journals from A Report on Chinese Academic Journals Evaluation as research objects, as well as searches the data of seven common evaluation indicators of these journals from CHINESE S&T JOURNAL REPORTS (Expanded Edition) . Combined with the previous two groups of weights determined by grey correlation method and dominance-based rough set method, the TOPSIS method is used to calculate the comprehensive scores of the 40 economics journals selected and sort these journals according to their scores. Then it gets the ranking by TOPSIS based on grey correlation(G for short) and the ranking by TOPSIS based on dominance-based rough set(D for short).It also searches the ranking of these journals in A Report on Chinese Academic Journals Evaluation(R for short).Three rankings above shown in Table 8 . Here we abbreviate a part of journals names because of space limitations.
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Journal of Management and Sustainability Vol. 5, No. 1; 2015 As seen in Table 8 , the five top in G Ranking and D Ranking are the same and largely consistent with R Ranking. It is normal that three kinds of rankings above have differences because they use different evaluation methods. There is still a good agreement among them. Next, it compared G Ranking with D Ranking.
From the weights of comparison, it can be seen that in the weight determination based on dominance-based rough set, cited rate has a weight of 0.4846, ratio of funded papers has a weight of 0.2462, but the weights of H index and impact factor are only 0.1538 and 0.1154. H index and impact factor are two important evaluation indicators in journal evaluation and generally H index is more important than ratio of funded papers. Thus the weight determination based on dominance-based rough set here is inappropriate. By contrast, the weights determined by grey correlation are more reasonable. Impact factor has a highest weight of 0.2707 and H index had a higher weight than ratio of funded papers.
As the ranking in A Report on Chinese Academic Journals Evaluation is more authoritative and has a high reference value, here we use the square error sum to measure the proximity of G ranking to R ranking and the proximity of D ranking to R ranking. From Table 8 it can calculate that the square error sum between G Ranking and R Ranking is 680 and the square error sum between D Ranking and R Ranking is 1556. Thus G Ranking is closer to R Ranking.
Above all, in evaluation of economics journals, the evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of Rough Set and Grey Correlation can select rational key indicators and get rational weights of these indicators. And the evaluate result is reasonable. Thus this evaluation model has a certain reasonability and practicality.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of Rough Set and Grey Correlation to evaluate economics journals. It used rough set reduction method to select the key evaluation indicators, which simplified the evaluation system. Compared with the dominance-based rough set, grey correlation method allocated the indicators weights more reasonably and succinctly here. Lastly we combined the TOPSIS with the weights determined by grey correlation and dominance-based rough set to evaluate and rank economics journals. The results showed that the evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of Rough Set and Grey Correlation has a certain reasonability and practicality. The evaluation of economics journals model based on reduction algorithm of Rough Set and Grey Correlation has general applicability. Here we only apply this model in the evaluation of economics journals, it is practical to adjust this model to be applied in other field. Besides, Rough set, grey correlation and TOPSIS are commonly used in academic evaluation field.
have important influence on valuation result of the system. It is better to consider the reasonability of different components to establish scientific and objective evaluation system. The integration of these methods can be applied in other fields such as the environmental quality assessment (Wang et al., 2014) , short-term wind speed forecasting (Yin et al., 2014) and so on.
